
Immediate medical  
care abroad – thanks  
to Suva’s Assistance.



Travel without a care in the world: 
thanks to Assistance
Suva’s Assistance is a specific offer  
of assistance when accidents occur  
outside Switzerland. An accident abroad 
can put anyone in an unfortunate situa-
tion. It only makes matters worse if you 
are unfamiliar with the local language  
or with the area concerned. In serious 
situations such as these, it is reas suring  
to know that Suva’s Assistance is there 
to support you and provide rapid help.

Suva is also there for its customers 
abroad: thanks to Assistance. Suva  
policyholders are automatically eligible 
for this service. It symbolizes the holistic 
care and comprehensive protection that 
Suva offers.

With Assistance, Suva insurees can 
count on medical help, insurance cover 
and advice when temporarily out of 
Switzerland. This includes the 24-hour 
helpline, a worldwide medical-care net-
work, support and advance payments 
such as the cost of local doctors’ fees, 
medicaments and hospital charges  
as well as transport to a reliable clinic  
or repatriation. Ask your employer or 
Claims Competence Centre about what 
your insurance policy covers.

Assistance 
Medical help all over the 
world. Round the clock. 

On call all over the world:  
The Europ Assistance fleet.



Assistance services at a glance:
• Travel information before your journey
• A permanent contact abroad in your 

own language
• Obtaining medical care
• Advance payment of medical costs
• Transport to the medical facility best 

suited to requirements
• Repatriation to Switzerland
• Organization of return transportation 

for accompanying persons
• Repatriation in fatality cases

Thanks to its years of experience, its 
competent staff and a densely woven 
network, Europ Assistance is the ideal 
partner for Suva.

Europ Assistance is an international 
company with over 300 million customers 
all over the world. Its speciality is the 
prompt and immediate organization and 
deployment of efficient help adapted  
to meet the different needs of people in 
an emergency. 24 hours a day, 365 days 
a year. Each year, Europ Assistance  
carries out 10.8 million assignments on 
every continent.

Our competent partner:  
Europ Assistance.

Round-the-clock help all over the world:  
the Call Centre.



Assistenza medica in caso
di infortunio all’estero.

+41 848 724 144 Assistance

Aide médicale en cas  
d’accident à l’étranger.

+41 848 724 144 Assistance

Medizinische Hilfe  
bei Unfall im Ausland.

+41 848 724 144 Assistance

Medical assistance for accidents 
outside Switzerland.

+41 848 724 144 Assistance

suva@europ-assistance.ch

suva@europ-assistance.ch

suva@europ-assistance.ch

suva@europ-assistance.ch

Suva
Postfach, 6002 Luzern
 
Information
Tel. 058 411 12 12
kundendienst@suva.ch
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Suva offers an unparalleled and  
comprehensive range of services.
This includes the prevention of accidents 
and occupational diseases, financial 
protection in the event of a claim and, 
where necessary, personal and reinte-
gration support for those involved in an 
accident or insurees suffering from an 
occupational disease.

The Assistance number if you need help abroad:  
+41 848 724 144, suva@europ-assistance.ch

Cut out the Assistance card and keep it in your wallet. 

For key information about Assistance, visit www.suva.ch/assistance


